ADAPTOR BOX for mounting Solo & Lattice anti-knock shield against a gooseneck

This 304 Stainless Steel adaptor box spaces the anti-knock shield away from the gooseneck. This allows the cabling to be routed from the cable exit point on the gooseneck through into the bottom entry point on the reader.
Ref. SOLOAK80V1

ANTI-KNOCK SHIELD for Solo & Lattice Readers

This brushed 304 Stainless Steel anti-knock shield provides important protection to the reader when mounted outdoors and enhances the appearance of the installation.
Ref. SOLOAK50V1

TAMPER DETECTION SWITCH for Solo & Lattice Readers

This potential free normally closed contact will activate the moment somebody tries to prise off the reader fascia. It is typically wired in series with an external alarm system or with the onboard alarm feature on the reader.
Ref. SOLOTAMP01

Contact CENTURION for further details and prices